Still paying cash for your tax bill?

Recharge your Cash Flow with LDF Tax Funding

In the current financial climate making the most of your cash flow is nothing short of essential, but with bank lending approvals at an all time low and access to the HMRC’s ‘Time to Pay’ facility becoming increasingly scarce, many are now under pressure to evaluate their practice resources in order to achieve better cash flow management.

At LDF Professions, we have access to the most comprehensive network of funding solutions available and have set aside funding specifically for Tax, with additional facilities also available for Asset Finance and VAT.

The July 31st tax deadline is just around the corner, why utilise existing cash flow reserves or expensive overdraft and card facilities, when you can finance this annual liability and spread the cost of tax over 6, 10 or 12 months.

Recharge your cash flow with LDF Professions, contact us today on:

01244 527300
info@ldf.co.uk | www.ldf.co.uk/go/taxapply
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